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CHEMIST

Are these
‘chemist-approved’
products worth it?

Victoria Fu and Gloria Lu, founders
of Chemist Confessions

Confessions

BY B RO O K E A L L E N

A

fter working with a major beauty
company to create skincare products,
chemical engineers Victoria Fu and
Gloria Lu noticed a trend. They saw firsthand
how the skincare industry deceptively marketed
certain miracle ingredients, calling it “just smoke
and mirrors.”

Because consumers were being deceived
about product ingredients that promise to
enhance the skin or erase problems, Fu and
Lu created their own skincare line, Chemist
Confessions.
They first decided to educate the public
about the ingredients they were exposing
themselves to by starting an Instagram account. Their account debunks myths and explains what makes ingredients good and bad.
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Lu said they created the account “out of frustration” from the lack of transparent marketing.
Common marketing phrases can be easily
manipulated to heighten the appeal of products.
“A popular phrase is ‘antioxidant-rich' or ‘Vitamin C-rich' or ‘nutrient-rich.' We get it — it
works, and for the most part it's not bad,” Lu
said. “But it's definitely misleading to what that
amount of ingredients is going to actually do for
you, which, for the most part, it's probably not
as impressive.”
They say a good skincare regimen involves
four basic categories: cleanse, moisturize, sun
protection, and actives treatments. Thus, they
created four, “skin-loving” products: Balm Voyage, Aquafix, Mr. Reliable and The Better Oil.
Here is a review of their products:
hers-magazine.com
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B AL M VOYAGE

AQUA FI X

As somebody who incessantly picks at my lips even though
I know it's bad, a nourishing lip balm is a necessity. I've
ventured out and tried so many different lip balms. Balm
Voyage is a petroleum-based balm that glides on like a lip
gloss and is free of essential oils and has no scent. It also
doesn't taste all that great, but I didn't find that to be a deal
breaker. I personally hate the feel of lip gloss, and that was
my deal breaker. If you prefer a lightweight balm that gives
a nice shine to your lips, then I highly recommend this. I
prefer a more heavy-duty balm that really coats my lips and
soothes all the cracks I create from picking at the loose skin.
However, if you're actually nice to your lips (unlike me) and
don't pick at them, then I suggest snagging this product.
Balm Voyage costs $29.

This product is unlike anything I've ever tried. Aquafix
is an oil-free water gel, and it honestly feels just like rubbing thickened water on your face. Water and glycerin are
the main ingredients in this versatile gel. Aquafix is a premoisturizer that acts as an extra layer of defense to help
boost hydration levels. This scent-free gel glides on the face
easily and is ultra-lightweight. When using this product, I
couldn't quite tell if it made a huge difference with my dry
skin. I always use jojoba oil under my moisturizer for extra
hydration, so I hoped Aquafix would replace the oil, but
even after layering Aquafix, I still wanted to reach for the
oil to smooth my dry patches. Oil is highly beneficial for
my dry skin, so if oil tends to cause breakouts for you or is
too heavy, then Aquafix would be a good choice.
Aquafix costs $35.

TH E BETTER O I L

M R. R EL I AB L E

This oil was my second favorite product in the line because
it was the most hydrating for my skin. The oil features a
blend of sea buckthorn, black currant and rosehip oils —
these ingredients helped soothe any left-over dry patches
I still had and truly left me with glowing skin. The only
downside this oil has is the scent. This has a very strong
floral scent that lingers, and I found myself not wanting to
use it simply because of the odor. I wanted to love this oil,
but my nose kept sabotaging my feelings. If strong scents
aren't a deal breaker for you, then I would suggest buying
this product before any of the other products in the chemist's line. This oil gave instant life to my skin by making it
dewy and glowing — if they ever make a scent-free oil, then
I'm buying it immediately.
The Better Oil costs $39.

This was by far my favorite product from the chemist's skincare line. Mr. Reliable is a lightweight moisturizer that has a
slight floral scent that I loved. I am hypersensitive to scents,
so subtle fragrances are a must for me. Water and glycerin
are the main ingredients, and it also features Boswellia serrata extract as a skin smoothing ingredient. This moisturizer did not suffocate my face — however, it was a bit too
lightweight for my skin in the winter. My nose and forehead
have a lot of flakes in the winter that are so stubborn, and
once again, oil tends to be the only thing that works. This
is a perfect moisturizer for the summer, or for people who
have normal to oily skin.
Mr. Reliable costs $35.
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